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Abslmcr-lhis paper proposes a method for Qmullanmus 
lodiratiun and mapping tSLAW h an indoor cnvimnment 
usin8 stereo \ision. Specially designed actilicial landmarks 
distributed in thc environment arv uhsened and extracted 
lmm a micra  image. The disparity map ob(;lined lrom the 
stem, &ion syswm is used to obtain the ranges l o  these 
landmark% 'The main contribution of thc paper is the formu- 
lation of the mnthcmatieal lramcwrk lor SLAII lor a rubot 
mo5ing on a plwar surface ammg landmarks distributed in 
three dimensional space. 'The paper also presents the results of 
experiments conducted using a Pioneer robot and a Triclops 
stem,  vbiun rpllem. It is demonstrated that accurate mho1 
and luarure Ii~atiuns can be oblained using the proposed 
technique. 

I .  ~ N I K O U U C I ' I O \ 1  

The general SLAM problem has been the subject of 
sub\tanual rescuch in the past Cew years I I I. SLAM using 
\'i,inn is  hecoming mure and more iniponanr due IO the 
recent developments in image proce,,ing. Therefurz. vision 
hased rohot nwipation has attracted cigniticant attenuon 
121. 111 md 141. 

Current dereo vi5ion systms c3n provide depth informa- 
uun from a scene at frame-raw. 'The di,pant) map provided 
by a stereo system can be used to detmnine range. bearing 
and elevation to point feanire\ in the environnient. AI- 
though extracting feature points from a given 5cene image 
m a complicated process in 11s own nght. utilizing this 
knowledge is ablc tu infer the fz3tu1e locations with respect 
to a three dmiensional world cwrdinatc \y\tenl and in turn 
using such feature pciinls to localize the robot itself in this 
ccrirtlinare \ystelii is nothing less of a challenge [SI. 

I n  case of vision bascd SLAM. the challenge i, to 
provide a con*i\tcnt map building method that dlows 
the unknown coordinates of features in the environmenr 
together with the coordinatsi (if the robot. ln ths paper 
we provide a twhniquec to achieve this and pmvidc some 
erperiniental resuls tn verify the proposed algorithms. 

We improw on the e4matiun process based on the 
extended Kalman filter (EKFj hy sitending it to accom- 
m&tc a three-diniznsional world coordnate model. Thls 
paper extends the "the process model" module and "the 
ohwnation tiiodel" from ?I) to lD. 'The other contribution 
made in thi, paper to the rhree-dimensional SLA.M problem 
IS the usc of dixplmty maps as a mean, ofextracting spatial 
information of identined fcatur: positions. 
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11. FORMULATION 

As the robot with a known kinematic model starts at 
an unknown location and moves through an environment 
containing a number of features or landmarks, we must 
provide the procedure how we know and estimate of the 
robot position and landmark locations in Cartesian co- 
ordinates. 

A. Discrere Robot and Landmark Models 
We elaborate a discrete time index in th is  section replac- 

ing the continuous time index. The absolute locations of 
the landmarks are not available. Without prejudice, a linear 
(synchronous) discrete time model of the evolution of the 
robot state and the observations of landmarks is adopted. 
Although robot motion and the observation of landmarks 
is almost always nonlinear and asynchronous in any real 
navigation problem, the use of linear synchronous models 
does not affect the validity of the proofs. 

We require the same linearization assumptions as those 
normally employed in the development of an extended 
Kalman filter. In the following, the robot state is defined 
by X, = [zC,,y,,z,,9,IT where zr. y? and z, denotes 
the location of robot on the coordinates of the centre at 
the rear axle of the robot with respect to some global 
coordinate frame and 'pI is the heading with reference to 
the x-axis. The landmarks are modelled as point landmarks 
P6 = [zi, yi, zilT , i = 1.. .N and represented by Cartesian 
co-ordinates in Fig.1. 

Landmark 
pi (xi, E, zi) + 

Fig. 1. Uncertain envimnmenl lor robot 
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Fig. 2. Configvration for model 

Fig. 3. Tficlops and Pioneer 

Figure 2 shows a schematic observation kinematics 
diagram of the robot in the process of observing one of 
landmarks. The following kinematic equations can be used 
to predict the robot state from rear wheel velocity inputs 
V 

VCOS(%) [ ] = [ vsi:(v,) j (1) 

where V, w denote the velocity and of the angular velocity 
of the robot respectively. These equations can be used to 
obtain a discrete time robot process model in the form 

v4k) + nTV(k)sin(ip,(k)) (2) 
5 4 )  + ATV(k)Cos(ip,(k)) 

4 k )  f A T w ( k )  1 xr(k + 1) 

W 4 k  + 1) 
[ vr (k+1)  ] = [ 

for use in the prediction stage of the robot state estimator. 
AT is the time step. The landmarks in the environment 
are assumed to be stationary point targets. The landmark 
process model is thus 

Xi(k + 1) Xi(k) [ E;::;] j = [ :;$] ] (3) 

for all landmarks i = 1.. .N .  Together, E4.(2) and Eq.(3) 
define the state transition matrix f for the process model. 

Regarding to an observation at time instant k from 
the sensor, the location of the landmark possibly re- 
sponsible for this observation Pj$ = [ x t i , v ~ i , q i ] ~  = 

g(x,,y,,ip,, r f ; ,  QJi, $1;) and its covariance PJ; is calcu- 
lated using the following relationship. 

x4k) XPJ(k) [ i;: ] = [ E;:; ] + [ E;{;] j (4) 

where 

rji c..(#/i)sin(ip,(k) + 01,) (5 )  I rfi C . . ( @ / J C + ~  + eli) [ y] = [ TI ;  sin(#fi) 
and 

T 
p ~ i  = OSzwPr V 9zyv + V&fs,+fR V S;s,+, (6) 

where Pr is the covariance matrix of the robot location 
estimate extracted from the state covariance matrix P(klk) 
and'R is the measurement noise covariance. y7g is the 
Jacobian of g. m e  update of the state estimate covariance 
matrix is of paramount importance to the SLAM problem. 
We consider the SLAM problem is to estimate the aggre- 
gated robot and landmark locations, in the form of a state 
vector, provided with the measurement. The state vector is 
given as 

x =  [Xv,PJi lT= [~~,Yr,#~,xJi,Yti,ZfilT (7) 

Both robot and landmark states are registered in the same 
frame of reference. Understanding the structure and evolu- 
tion of the state covariance matrix are the key components 
to the solution of the SLAM problem. 

B. Nonlinear Observation Models 

The sensor signals used in the simulations returns the 
range rr;(k) .  bearing B f i ( k )  and bearing # ~ , ( k )  to a 
landmark i. Referring to Fig.2, the observation model can 
be written as 

where Rfi(k) = ~ ( ~ r i ~ . ( k ) ) ~ + ( y f i ; ~ p ( k ) ) ~ +  (+)* is 
the Euclidean distance between robot and a landmark,w,, 
wg and w+ are the noise sequences associated with the 
range, bearing and elevation measurements. Vector X ,  = 
[x,(k),y,(k),2,(k)lT is given by laser sensor or odometer 
accumulation in global coordinates generally. 

111. TRICLOPS STEREO SYSTEM 

Figure 3 shows the test mobile robot, Pioneer, as well 
as the trinocular stereo vision camera, Tricmps which 
is located on the top of the robot. The camera module 
simultaneously obtains three images of the environment. 
While the appearance of images are quite similar, closer 
inspection reveals a shift between closer objects and those 
that are further away. Based on the amount of shift, the 
system is able to determine the distance to the objects in the 
image. If the calibration of camera is corrected perfectly, 
closer objects are represented with brighter shades grey 
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TABLE I 
STEREO CAMERA SPECIFICATION 

Effective Piiels 610x480 VGA formal 
Foal Length 3.8" 01 6.0" 

Baseline 

Gain conuo1 -3dB to 3 3 0  
Shutter speed 1,'ZSs - 1115OWs dB 

15.5 x 15.5 x 5.0cm 

TABLE I1 
ROBOT SPECIFICATION 

2 
3 

BCN No. forLaser 
1 

p-ClCr values I unit 
x-velocity I 0.02 I mlr 

~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 

1.40 0.30 -0.30 
2.80 O.W 0.00 

x[ml y[ml nlml 
3.00 0.30 0.00 

radar analysys 

elavation angle - r / 4  < 0 < 7114 

while objects further away are represented with darker 
shades of grey. Main camera module and mobile robot 
specifications are described in Table I and Table II. The 
robot is moved at a constant velocity along a straight 
line and a sequence of depth maps are collected. In the 
evaluation of the 3D SLAM algorithm, this information is 
employed to deduce estimation for both robot position and 
landmark locations. The camera coordinate frames are CO- 
planar and aligned so that the epipolar lines of the camera 
pairs lie along the rows and columns of the images. 

As shown in Fig.4, the X ,  Y and Z position of a 
p i n t  in the scene can be determined through triangulation 
between points in the images, e, P, and Pt, obtained by 
the left, center and top camera respectively. B h  and B, are 
horizontal and vertical baseline displacement between the 
camera respectively. f denotes a focal length and (210, uo) 
denotes a principal pint. Regarding to X - Y  coordinate, a 
pare of rectified image points (XL, yI) on left side camera 
and (Xc,Y,)  on center camera are two corresponding 
points in that image pair. 

TABLE El 
LANDMARK A N D  BEACON POSrTION 

LMK NO. for wsion I X I ~ I  I y1m1 I z[ml 
I I 1.40 I 0.50 I 0.30 

~ ~~ 

2 I 3.00 I -0.60 0.00 

Fig. 4. Camera layout 

The calculating dense disparity map from stereo images 
has been studied for long time and is popular in computer 
vision. Essence of the procedure adopted is described 
below. Since the corresponding points must line on epipolar 
lines, the relation between the two points is 

xt = X, - dh { YI = Yc 

where dh is defined as disparity of the point ( X c ,  Yc) As 
the same way, in the vertical direction 

xt = xc I ut = Y. - du 

where d, is defined as vertical disparity of the point 
(xc,yc). From above definition, d denotes the average 
of the dh and d, After replacing (x.,yc) to (z, y). we 
delbe (Z,g) = (x - uo,y - on) the centered image 
point coordinate of ( X ,  Y ) .  Let ( X ,  Y, Z )  be the Euclidean 
coordinate of the 3D point M corresponding to a point in 
the reference image. The relation between ( X ,  Y, 2) and 
( Z , y , d )  is 

where B equals Eh and B,. Equation 9 is widely used 
in the vision literature for estimating ( X , Y ,  Z) from 
( X , Y , d ) .  In our study, we obtain (X,Y,d) from exper- 
iment through image segmentation and foreground back- 
ground detection. 

Relative positions of the Laser Beacons (BCN) for the 
laser based localizer and the artificial landmarks (LMK) for 
the 3D vision based SLAM are shown in Table III. From 
the BCN position data, the location of a mobile robot X ,  = 
[ x ? ( k ) , a ( k ) ,  z7(k)lT is detected and utilized to measure 
and observe the range, bearing and elevation between a 
robot and landmarks. 
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Fig. 5. SLAM cnperimcnral flow 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experiments were conducted using the Pioneer robot 

and the Triclops vision system. Textured landmarks similar 
to those proposed in [6] were used in the experiments to 
minimise the effect of image processing issues. However, 
the general framework proposed would be applicable to 
point natural landmarks extracted using an algorithms 
such as KLT. The robot starts at an d o w n  location 
with no knowledge of the location of landmarks in the 
environment. As the robot moves through the environment, 
it makes relative observations of the location of individual 
landmarks. A laser sensor installed on the robot together 
with reflective beacons placed in the environment at known 
locations were used to compute the precise location of 
the robot so that the outcome of the 3D SLAM can be 
appropriately evaluated. A standard localisation algorithms 
based on the EKF was used for this pn'pose [71. 

A laser sensor installed on the robot together with 
reflective beacons placed in the environment at known 
locations were used to compute the precise location of 
the robot so that the outcome of the 3D SLAM can be 
appropriately evaluated. A standard localisation algorithms 
based on the EKF was used for this purpose. 

We obtain discrete vision data at each half-second pe- 
riod. The experimental arrangement for the 3D SLAM is 
shown in FigS. From the 2D Localizer algorithm, we 
can compae and evaluate the location of a stationary 
Pf;  = [zr;, 31filT without 2,s; in order to check and design 
our experimental methodology. 

A. Fearure Defecfion 
Figure 6(a) shows the rectified initial position image 

from the reference camera while the test robot is moving in 
an environment that contains several laser reflectors to aid 
the laser based localization and three artificial landmarks 
for estimation by sterw vision. Figure 6(b) shows the 
rectified final position image from the reference camera 

(a) Initial position (b) Final position 

Pig. 6. Rectified im& 

mounted on the robot. It has 160x120 resolution. 
Figure 7(a) shows disparity image data. This image was 

created with algorithms using Triclops 2.1.4 l i b rq .  The 
disparity results are validated in two ways. Firsg we have 
done a "sufficient texture" test. This test checks that there 
is sufficient variation in the image patch that is to be 
correlated by examining the local sum of the Laplacian of 
Gaussian of the image. Secondly, we achieved a "quality 
of match" test. In this test, the value of the score is 
normalized by the sum of all scores for this pixel. If the 
result is not below a threshold, the match is considered to 
be insufficiently unique and therefore a likely mismatch. 
This kind of failure generally occurs in occluded regions 
where the pixel cannot be properly matched [SI. 

Figure 7(b) shows the disparity error of the image at 
the initial position. The noise associated with x and Q 
is due to the image disceritization. Without any a priori 
information, the variances oz and og of this noise are 
the same for all image points. Using camera calibration 
parameters in Table IV, the range of values for disparity 
variation from 31 to 63 relates to 2.81 m to 1.39 m. 

(a) Initial position (b) Disparity noise 

Fig. 7. Disparity image 

TABLE 1V 
CAMERA CALIBRATION 



In this figure, the error of disparity including noise and 
measurement position data are presented depending on 
differences of error percentages. A manually calculated 
depth value for each landmark at each frame was used 
to compute the error distribution in each disparity image. 
Our own experiments indicate that the Triclops stereo 
vision module produces results with standard deviations 
well under expected values. Simultaneously, we recognized 
the value of depth especially was unstable and unreliable 
if the range to the landmark beyond about 4 m. 

Figure 8 shows the state estimates of two landmarks as 
the robot moves towards them. Ideally the landmarks would 
move towards the edges of the image diagonally since the 
robot moves in a straight line towards them. The upper left 
comer data presents landmark 1 and the remaining plots 
landmark 2. "be observation line includes the motion of 
relative angle and transition error. In this case, rotation 
angle equals zero because of motion of robot is straight 
forward along Z axis. The estimation line is calculated by 
EKE This figure shows that the proposed algorithms is 
accurate [9]. 

E.  Robot Localization 
Figure 9(a) shows the robot and landmark locations after 

one sampling step. The sampling rate of the estimator was 
2 Hz, while the images were captured once every second. 
The ellipses show the error covariances and '+' and '*' 
indicate the true landmark locations while circles are used 
to show the estimated landmark locations. 

Figure 9(h) shows the estimated robot and and landmark 
locations at the end of the experiment. The path of the 
robot is also shown. "be error covariance of the estimated 
landmark locations are smaller then those at the beginning, 
as expected. This is generally true for SLAM'as for any 
diagonal element of the map covariance matrix, 

u ; i ( k + l l k + l )  <u:g(klk) (10) 

Thus the error in the estimate of the absolute location of 
every landmark also diminishes. 

Figure 10 shows the true and estimated path of the robot. 
We note here that the true path was estimated with an 
EKF that uses information from the laser range finder and 
reflective beacons placed in Ihe environment. 

Figure I1 shows the error between true and SLAM 
estimated position of the robot in details. This figure shows 
the actual error in estimated robot location as a function 
of time (the central solid line). The figure also shows 
95% (2u) confidence limits in the estimate error. These 
confidence bounds are derived from the state estimate 
covariance matrix and it is clear that the estimator is 
consistent as the error is within the confidence limits. 

The innovations in range, bearing and elevation observa- 
tions are shown in Fig.12 and together with the estimated 
95% (2u) conlidence limits. The innovations are the only 
available measure for analysing on-line filter behaviour 
when true mbot states are unavailable. The innovations 
here also indicate that the filter and models employed are 
consistent. 

Figure 13 shows the error between the actual and esti- 
mated landmark locations for two of the landmarks. One 
of these landmarks (landmark 1) was observed from the 
initial robot location at the s m  of the NU. This figure 
also shows the associated 95 % confidence limits in the 
location estimates. As before, these are calculated using 
the estimated landmark location covariance. The landmark 
location estimates are thus consistent (and conservative) 
with actual landmark location errors being smaller than the 
estimated error. This figure also shows that there is some 
bias in the landmark location estimates. However, this bias 
is well within the accuracy of the true measurements. 

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
An algorithm for estimating robot location using a stereo 

vision sensor is presented in this paper. It is seen that a 
SLAM algorithm can he easily augmented to incorporate 
three-dimensional data. The problem becomes even simpler 
as the robot is moving on a plane. "be effect of small roll 
and pitch motions experienced as the robot moves appear to 
be not significant. In the experiments conducted, the envi- 
ronment is populated with a series of artificial landmarks 
specially selected to enable reliable landmark extraction. 
Although this requires installation of infrastructure, as the 
locations of the landmarks can be arbitrary, it can he argued 
that this is a relatively easy task. 

There are number of issues that can be addressed to 
progress this work further. If installing infrastructure is 
acceptable, then the key question is bow to determine the 
number and distribution of the landmarks to achieve a 
desired accuracy of location estimates. While the answer 
to this question may be specific to a given environment, an 
indicative relationship between the landmark density and 
the accuracy achievable will be valuable. 

The other major area of work is on the investigation 
of the use of natural features. This is clearly advanta- 
geous in exploring genuinely unknown environments. The 
challenges in this situation are the efficient extraction and 
tracking of viewpoint invariant landmarks. The fact that a 
landmark can be extracted from the image does not mean 
that the depth to this landmark is available. Even when the 
depth is available, the accuracy of the depth measurement 
may not be adequate. Use of natural features in this situa- 
tion is therefore a challenge. Adequate measures for feature 
quality are required. It is also necessary to investigate the 
effect of the parameters used to define the quality of the 
disparity map. 
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